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Abstract. In recent years, neural network based language representation learning model
and word embedding technology have been successfully applied in variants of natural lan-
guage mining tasks. In this paper, we present an incremental hierarchical probabilistic
neural language learning algorithm to train evolving word vectors based on hierarchical
softmax approximation. We split the incremental word representation learning objective
function to reserved term and updated term separately, and factorize the incremental ob-
jective function into the hierarchical softmax function. A novel stochastic gradient based
approximately incremental method is proposed to update all the inherited word vectors
and inherited parameter vectors, to reduce vector errors of inheritance. Theoretical
analysis of the bound and convergence is also provided for the approximate incremen-
tal objective function. Extensive experiments show that the proposed approximately
incremental word embedding method can save a lot of time, and even the maximum
acceleration ratio is 30 times. Both word similarity/relatedness tasks, medical domain
entity and relation extraction tasks, and temporal word evolution are evaluated as bench-
marks for the word correctness and efficiency of the incremental learning word vectors.
Keywords: Incremental learning, Word representation, Hierarchical softmax, Error
bound.
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1. Introduction. Neural network based language models (NNLM) and word embedding
technologies [2, 3, 4, 11, 12, 15, 16, 18, 19, 32, 34], as the most important innovation
in unsupervised representation learning era, has deeply promoted the development of
natural language processing and understanding technologies. Neural network based word
representation learning technologies have been used to so much natural language mining
tasks, including spam detection w̧ord similarity/relatedness and word analogy [15, 16,
20, 26], and working as raw features for part-of-speech tagging, chunking, named entity
recognition, text classification, etc. [4, 9, 10, 21, 22, 24, 31, 32, 33].

However, most of existing approaches are either not suitable for scalable incremental
learning [1, 8, 25], or are not obvious in time speedup and theoretical guarantee for the
complexity of evolving algorithms [13, 14, 20]. There are many real-time text mining
applications, such as online social topic and users text processing, and incremental or
evolving word representations are required. New word embedding can reflect the evolving
word semantic. Therefore, we present an incremental hierarchical probabilistic neural
language learning algorithm to train evolving word vectors based on hierarchical softmax
approximation.

Given streaming corpora, we consider to design approximately incremental word repre-
sentation learning function. Different the latest Bert [5], we employ the popular word2vec
model due to its simplicity and high efficiency, and is the implementation of mainstream
neural network based word representation learning models [15, 16]. In the word2vec tool,
there are two neural network frameworks, including Continuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW)
based models and Skip-gram based models. While CBOW averages each word’s context
to represent the word, the Skip-gram employs each word to predict its context. Both
models have the problem of indexing and querying the representation of context of a
word. To speedup the training, word2vec used two key techniques called hierarchical
softmax and negative sampling [15, 16]. Hierarchical softmax function was first proposed
by Mnih and Hinton [18] to speedup the training cost from O(n2) to O(nlog(n)), where
a word frequency based hierarchical tree is constructed. While the negative sampling is
designed from noise contrastive estimation technology [7], randomly negative samples of
the words are sampled to help to distinguish the positive sample. It’s widely accepted
that hierarchical softmax function performs better for infrequent words while negative
sampling performs better for frequent words [16], since it can speed up the training cost
from O(n2) to O(n). Hierarchical softmax function needs to build a Huffman tree over the
whole vocabulary in a corpus, and the leaf nodes representing rare words will inevitably
inherit their ancestors’ vector in the tree, which can be affected by other frequent words
in the updated corpus. So, the hierarchical softmax is choose due to rare words repre-
sentation learning, which can benefit the further detecting semantic shifts and usage of
words over incremental text data.

When designing hierarchical softmax to streaming word embeddings, there are prepro-
cessing steps to count word frequencies and the determine two hierarchical binary tree
of words. The re-built hierarchical binary tree should reflect the change of words distri-
bution. In hierarchical softmax based word representation learning models, its use the
word frequency to construct the binary tree over the vocabulary since Huffman tree is the
shortest code to index words [7], and reduces the computational complexity of calculating
likelihood function from O(n2) to O(nlog(n)). When streaming corpora are increasing,
word frequencies change in increment scene, and huffman tree structure will be sensitively
changed [23]. The structure of Huffman tree directly determines the objective function
of hierarchical softmax model based Word2vec [16, 17]. In order to reduce the impact of
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word frequency change on binary tree structure, we propose a compatible weighted con-
textual frequency aggregated (WCFA) hierarchical binary tree to implement the NNLMs
and our incremental framework. Conceptually, the WCFA tree structure can keep more
stable of the invariance by contextual distribution. For both Huffman and WCFA tree
based incremental models, the paths from root to leaves of the old tree are retained, and
then a prefix matching between the old tree and the new tree are performed to inherit
parameter vectors. When updating the vectors for the matched ancestors of a leaf, the
original algorithm of CBOW or skip-gram in word embedding based on stochastic gra-
dient ascent of log-likelihood are running. When updating the vectors for the different
ancestors, we update the old tree with stochastic gradient descent, while update the new
tree with stochastic gradient ascent to reduce the inherited vectors error. In this way, we
only modify all the nodes that need to be updated while retaining all the other nodes
as the same as the ones trained based on the old corpus. So, we provide a thorough
theoretical analysis to demonstrate its validity. Since the update training is independent
for all the internal nodes, the proposed framework is parallel.

Extensive experiments are performed to verify that the proposed framework can achieve
almost the same experimental performance of CBOW and Skip-gram models as fully re-
started ones. We also check both mean square error of individual vectors, word similar-
ity/relatedness and word evolution, and medical entity and relation extraction to prove
the correctness of our models.

The contributions of this work are highlighted as follows:
• We propose an incremental hierarchical neural language learning framework which

can be applied in the common CBOW and Skip-gram models.
• We formulate the unsupervised incremental objective function and give the detail

definition of symbols.
• We give the bound and convergence analysis for the objective difference.
• The incremental training time can be up to 30 times speedup, and experiments

on word quality, similarity/relatedness, word evolution, and medical entity and relation
extraction show that our approach performs fair or better in comparison with the time-
consuming global learning.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first give the words and param-
eters vector’s initialization and inheritance, and formulate our incremental framework in
incremental training section. In theoretical analysis section, we provide the mathemati-
cal details of incremental objective difference, corresponding bound analysis of first and
second order moments. Then we show our experiments on how our approach is correct
and efficient on the training and downstream tasks in experiments section. In conclusion
section, we give the conclusion of this paper.

2. Incremental Training. In incremental scenes, we should re-build the hierarchical
tree, e.g., the Huffman tree or WCFA tree, based on the updated corpus, as shown in
Figure 1.

2.1. Notations and Definitions. In this section, we first give the detailed notations
and definitions of basic concepts for incremental neural language models for word repre-
sentations.

Basic Concepts. Conceptually, given a original hierarchical binary tree (Huffman or
WCFA tree) T , we denote the updated hierarchical binary tree as T ′. The incremental
hierarchical neural language models problem is to rebuild renewed hierarchical binary
tree, and retain all word vectors and much parameter vectors as much as possible. More
specific, all symbols (functions) and explanations are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Definition of main Symbols

Symbol Definitions

JCBOW The objective function of CBOW model for the original corpus
JSG The objective function of Skip-gram model for the original corpus
J ′

CBOW The incremental objective function of CBOW model by our algorithm
J ′

SG The incremental objective function of Skip-gram model by our algo-
rithm

J ∗CBOW The incremental objective function of CBOW model in theory
J ∗SG The incremental objective function of Skip-gram model in theory
v(w) The word vector trained by original corpus
θi The i-th parameter vector trained by original corpus
v′(w) The word vector of word w in increment
θ′i The i-th parameter vector in increment
θ
wj

i The i-th parameter vector for word wj at i’s position
Ω(w) The internal vectors set of word w in tree T
Ω′(w) The internal vectors set of word w in tree T ′

Θ The common prefix Huffman matched substring set of parameter vec-
tors

Θ(w) The common prefix Huffman matched substring set of parameter vec-
tors for any word w

Υ The inherited parameter vectors set having not matched the prefix Huff-
man

Υ(w) The inherited parameter vectors set having not matched the prefix Huff-
man for any word w

Φ The inherited parameter vectors set from old tree
Φ(w) The inherited parameter vectors set from old tree for any word w
Ψ The unmatched prefix Huffman parameter vectors set from old tree in

tree T ′

Ψ(w) The unmatched prefix Huffman parameter vectors set from old tree for
any word w in tree T ′

Lw The Huffman code length of any word w in T
L′w The Huffman code length of any word w in T ′

L′w
C The common Huffman code length of any word w between T and T ′

L′w
I The length of inherited internal parameter vectors of any word w in T

2.2. Node Initialization and Inheritance. Suppose we have the old corpus W and
the new corpus W ′ = W ∪ ∆W . We can build the binary trees T and T ′ from both
corpora respectively, as shown in Figure 1.

For the leaf nodes, if the word has been observed in the old corpus, we simply initialize
the vector as the vector that has been trained. If the word is a new word, we randomly
initialize it as a random vector:

v′(w) =

{
v(w), w ∈ W
random, w /∈ W

, (1)

where v(w) and v′(w) are the vectors of word w for old and new trees respectively.
For the internal nodes, the Huffman code change of a word may affect only partial

change of the path for that word. Along the path, each internal node owns one parameter
vector. We distinguish the parameter vector θw1

i ’s for word w1 at i’s position and θw2
i ’s
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Figure 1. Original and Updated Hierarchical Binary Tree

for word w2 at i’s position. When they are at the same i’s position in the tree, then

θi = θw1
i = θw2

i , (2)

For example, in the left figure of Figure 1, θw2
3 = θw6

3 = θ4. Moreover, a word w2 encoded
as ”010” in the old tree T may be changed as “0010” in the new tree T ′. In this case,
the matched prefix ”0” remains the same, and corresponding matched internal nodes θ1,
θ′1 and θ2, θ

′
2 share the same structure in the new tree T ′ as the old tree T . Although θ3

and θ′3 are not matched in word w2, there is a word w4 which ensures all corresponding
internal nodes matching. So, θ′1 = θ1, θ

′
2 = θ2 and θ′3 = θ3. To make the prefix explicit,

we denote Lw and L′w as lengths of the code of word w in old and new trees respectively,
e.g., Lw2 = 3 in T and L′w2 = 4 in T ′ in Figure 1. We gather all internal vectors of
leaf node w as set Ω(w) = {θwi |i = 1, · · · , Lw} in tree T . For the matched prefix, we
use the existing parameter vector θwi as the initialization for the new tree, while for the
mismatched codes, we initialize them as zero vectors, as following:

θ′i =

{
θi, d′wi = dwi
0, otherwise

, (3)

where d′wi and dwi are the Huffman codes of internal nodes in the new and old trees
respectively. Thus, the inherited internal nodes of leaf node w can be divided into common
prefix matched substring Θ(w) = {θwi−1|i = 2, · · · , L′w

C + 1} and other nodes Υ(w) =
{θwi−1|i = L′w

C +2, · · · , L′w
I } in T , where L′w

C is length of common prefix matched between
old and new trees, and L′w

I } is length of inherited internal parameter vectors of any word
w in T . For any word w in T , the set of inherited internal parameter vectors can be
formulation as:

Φ(w) = Θ(w) + Υ(w), (4)

Figure 1 also shows examples of inherited nodes and new nodes. More specifically, for
any word w in T ′, the set of internal parameter vectors can be formulation as following:

Ω′(w) = Θ(w) + Ψ(w), (5)

where Ψ(w) = {θwi−1|i = L′w
C + 2, · · · , L′w}. Such as, Φ(w3) = {θ1, θ2, θ3}, Θ(w3) =

{θ1, θ2}, Υ(w3) = {θ3}, Ω′(w) = {θ1, θ2, θ′4}, Ψ(w3) = {θ′4} and Φ(w2) = {θ1, θ2}, Θ(w2) =
{θ1, θ2}, Υ(w2) = ∅, Ω′(w2) = {θ′1, θ′2, θ′3, θ′8}, Ψ(w2) = {θ′3, θ′8} in Figure 1.
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2.3. Model Updates. Given the inherited nodes and the new nodes by comparing the
old and new trees, we also decompose the log-likelihood functions for CBOW and Skip-
gram models based on the prefix matching results.

For CBOW model, we consider to factorize the log-likelihood function by aggregating
the cost term ℓ(w, i).

J ′
CBOW=

∑
w∈W

{
L′w

C+1∑
i=2

−
L′w

I∑
i=L′w

C+2

+
L′w∑

i=L′w
C+2

}ℓ(w, i)+
∑

w∈∆W

L′w∑
i=2

ℓ(w, i), (6)

Here we first split the training data to beW ′ = W∪∆W . For the words inW , we factorize

it based on the common Huffman codes and distinct codes.
∑L′w

C+1
i=2 sums the codes that

share the prefix with the old tree by word w.
∑L′w

I

i=L′w
C+2 sums inherited internal vector

codes by other words in the new tree.
∑L′w

i=L′w
C+2 sums the zero initialization internal vector

codes in the new tree. For the words in ∆W , we follow the original objective function of
CBOW model.

Similarly, for Skip-gram model, the objective is:

J ′
SG =

∑
w∈W

∑
u∈C(w)

{
L′u

C+1∑
j=2

−
L′u

I∑
j=L′u

C+2

+
L′u∑

j=L′u
C+2

}ℓ(w, u, j)

+
∑

w∈∆W

∑
u∈C(w)

L′u∑
j=2

ℓ(w, u, j),

(7)

To train a new set of word vectors, originally we need to re-scan and re-train the whole
corpus W ′ = W ∪ ∆W based on stochastic gradient ascent method. Given the above
factorization analysis of the objective function, we found that for the old corpus W , we
can apply the following trick to save a lot of training time.

Our goal is to find a new set of (local) optimal internal node vectors θ′wi and word
vectors v′(w) to approximate re-training. We first make an assumption that all the word
vectors v(w) are already (local) optimal and then further calibrate them. Then we perform
stochastic gradient based optimization based on W and W ′ respectively. Moreover, the
learning rate can be updated as

η′ = η0(1−
κ

ϕ′ + 1
), (8)

where ϕ′ represents the total number of tokens in the new corpus W ′.
When scanning the old corpus W , we can update all the parameters while fixing the

word vectors.1 Denote all the inherited parameters related to w as Θ(w) ∪ Υ(w). We
can see that for the Θ(w), the training process is the same as the original CBOW and
Skip-gram models. For Υ(w), since the tree structure has changed, for a certain internal
node, some of the leaves (words) are still under it while the others has moved out. For
example, in Figure 1, the word w6 is now under θ′6 and θ′7 but moved out of θ2, θ4, and θ5.
To recover the parameters in the new tree so that the incremental training is as similar
as the fully re-trained model when seeing w6, we need to subtract the inherited gradients
of θ′2 related to w6, and add the gradients to θ6 and θ7 (here θ′4 is initialized as zero and
θ′5 is not inherited). Formally, for a word w, the CBOW update rule for the parameters
in the new path from root to this word is as follows.

1We can also update the word vectors in the meantime, however, it will introduce more computational
cost.
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If w ∈ T ′, θ′wi−1 ∈ Θ(w), i ∈ {2, . . . L′w
C + 1}, we have:

θ′
w
i−1 := θ′

w
i−1, (9)

If w ∈ T ′, θ′wi−1 ∈ Ψ(w), i ∈ {L′w
C + 2, . . . , L′w}, we have:

θ′
w
i−1 := θ′

w
i−1 + η′[1− dwi − σ(XT

wθ
′w
i−1)]Xw, (10)

If w ∈ T , θ′wi−1 ∈ Υ(w), i ∈ {L′w
C + 2, . . . , L′w

I }, we have:

θ′
w
i−1 := θ′

w
i−1 − η′[1− dwi − σ(XT

wθ
′w
i−1)]Xw, (11)

Here retain the common prefix nodes, perform stochastic gradient ascent to the new nodes,
and perform approximately stochastic gradient descent to the old sub-tree path related to
the word w. More precisely, we replace the activation σ(XT

wθ
′w
i−1) in Υ(w) by σ(XT

wθ
′w
i−1)

in Ψ(w). η′ is the new learning rate.
For the update corpus ∆W , we simply perform the stochastic gradient ascent for both

parameters and word vectors (e.g., in Eq. (6)). Thus, we can see that the most compu-
tational cost is saved by not updating word vectors in old corpus, and partially saved by
adjusting (partially not updating) the parameters in old corpus. An illustration is shown
in Figure 1. From the figure we can see that, we adjust the internal node to approximate
the process of complete re-training.

Similarly for Skip-gram, the update rule for the parameters is as follows.
If u ∈ T ′, θ′uj−1 ∈ Θ(u), j ∈ {2, . . . , L′u

C + 1}, we have:

θ′
u
j−1 := θ′

u
j−1, (12)

If u ∈ T ′, θ′uj−1 ∈ Ψ(u), j ∈ {L′u
C + 2, . . . , L′u}, we have:

θ′
u
j−1 := θ′

u
j−1 + η′[1− duj − σ(v(w)T θ′

u
j−1)]v(w), (13)

If u ∈ T , θuj−1 ∈ Υ(u), j ∈ {L′u
C + 2, . . . , L′v

I}, we have:

θ′
u
j−1 := θ′

u
j−1 − η′[1− duj − σ(v(w)T θ′

u
j−1)]v(w), (14)

For above equations, u ∈ C(w).

3. Theoretical Analysis. In this section, we present the theoretical analysis of our in-
cremental learning algorithm using CBOW and Skip-gram models. To make sure whether
incremental CBOW or Skip-gram models can learn word embeddings as well as the global
rebuilding batch counterpart.

The theoretical analysis begins by examining the difference between the objectives opti-
mized by approximately incremental and global rebuilding batch of CBOW and Skip-gram
models. Then probabilistic properties of their difference are investigated to demonstrate
the relationship between incremental and global learning models.

3.1. Objective Difference and Bound Analysis. As discussed in above, the difference
between two objectives can be given as:

∆JCBOW =
∑
w∈W

L′w
I∑

i=L′w
C+2

[ℓ(w, i)− ℓ(w̃, i)], (15)

where the initialization of w is zero, and
∑

w∈W
∑L′w

I

i=L′w
C+2(ℓ(w, i)) represents the original

training process of word and parameter vectors. While the initialization of w̃ is inherited

word vector, and
∑

w∈W
∑L′w

I

i=L′w
C+2(ℓ(w̃, i)) represents the approximately stochastic gradi-

ent descent process for reducing the inheritable error in Υ(w). Since the approximation
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shares the same 1−dwj in ℓ(w̃, i) and ℓ(w, i), the difference between two objectives can be
updated as:

∆JCBOW =
∑
w∈W

L′w
I∑

i=L′w
C+2

{(1− dwi ) · log
[σ(xT

wθ
w
i−1)]

[σ(x̃T
wθ̃

w
i−1)]

+ dwi · log
[1− σ(xT

wθ
w
i−1)]

[1− σ(x̃T
wθ̃

w
i−1)]

}, (16)

Since σ(xT
wθ

w
i−1) = 1/(1 + exp(−xT

wθ
w
i−1)) and xT

wθ
w
i−1, x̃

T
wθ̃

w
i−1 ∈ [−6, 6]2. In (w, i), the

difference between two objectives can be given as

∆JCBOW(w, i) = {(1− dwi ) · log
1 + e−x̃T

w θ̃wi−1

1 + e−xT
wθwi−1

+ dwi · log e
−xT

wθwi−1(1 + e−x̃T
w θ̃wi−1)

e−x̃T
w θ̃wi−1(1 + e−xT

wθwi−1)
} (17)

We assume that the difference x̃T
wθ̃

w
i−1 and xT

wθ
w
i−1 can be bounded by ϵ, and can be

formalized as
|x̃T

wθ̃
w
i−1 − xT

wθ
w
i−1| < ϵ, (18)

In Eqs. (17), according to the Lagrange’s Mean Value Theorem, we have

1+e
−x̃Twθ̃wi−1

1+e
−xTwθw

i−1
− 1 = e

−x̃Twθ̃wi−1−e
−xTwθwi−1

1+e
−xTwθw

i−1
<

−e−xTwθ
w
i−1 (x̃T

w θ̃wi−1−xT
wθwi−1)

1+e−6 , where the xT
wθ

w

i−1 is a solu-

tion meeting e−x̃T
w θ̃wi−1 − e−xT

wθwi−1 = −e−xT
wθ

w
i−1(x̃T

wθ̃
w
i−1 − xT

wθ
w
i−1).

So, we have

1 + e−x̃T
w θ̃wi−1

1 + e−xT
wθwi−1

< 1− e6

1 + e−6
ϵ, (19)

We assume that the f(X) = e−X

1+e−X . Since f ′(X) = − e−X

(1+e−X)2
< 0 and belongs to

uniformly continuous function, the minimum value fmax(X) = f(−6). Further, we have

f ′′(X) = e−X(1−e−2X)
(1+e−X)4

, and f ′
max(X) = f ′(0). In Eqs. (17), we have e

−xTwθwi−1 (1+e
−x̃Twθ̃wi−1 )

e
−x̃Twθ̃w

i−1 (1+e
−xTwθw

i−1 )
=

f(xT
wθwi−1)

f(x̃T
w θ̃wi−1)

. Similarly, according to the Lagrange’s Mean Value Theorem, we have

f(xT
wθ

w
i−1)

f(x̃T
wθ̃

w
i−1)

≤ 1 +
1

f(−6)
f ′(ẋT

wθ̇
w
i−1)(x

T
wθ

w
i−1 − xT

wθ
w

i−1) ≤ 1 +
f ′(0)

f(−6)
ϵ ≤ 1− e6 + 1

4e6
ϵ,

(20)

where the ẋT
wθ̇

w
i−1 is a solution that meets f(xT

wθ
w
i−1) − f(x̃T

wθ̃
w
i−1) = f ′(ẋT

wθ̇
w
i−1)(x

T
wθ

w
i−1 −

xT
wθ

w

i−1).
As we fix the inherited word vector and iterate the parameter vector, we have

x̃T
w = xT

w and θ̃wi−1 − θwi−1 <
ϵ

xT
w

, (21)

so the difference between two objectives can be bounded as

∆JCBOW <
∑
w∈W

L′w
I∑

i=L′w
C+2

(1− dwi ) · log(1−
e6

1 + e−6
ϵ) + dwi · log(1− e6 + 1

4e6
ϵ), (22)

Similarly for Skip-gram model, the difference between two objectives can be given and
bounded as

∆JSG =
∑
w∈W

∑
u∈C(w)

{
L′u

I∑
j=L′u

C+2

}[ℓ(w, u, j)− ℓ(w̃, u, j)], (23)

2There is a piecewise optimized process for σ(x) in [15][11][17], and the independent variables are
limited to [-6,6] in activation function.
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∆JSG <
∑
w∈W

∑
u∈C(w)

{
L′u

I∑
j=L′u

C+2

}log[(1− duj ) · log(1−
e6

1 + e−6
ϵ) + duj · log(1−

e6 + 1

4e6
ϵ)],

(24)

3.2. Convergence of First and Second Order Moments of ∆J . The first order
moment of ∆JCBOW can be given as

E[∆JCBOW] =
∑
w∈W

L′w
I∑

i=L′w
C+2

{(1− dwi )log
[σ(xT

wθ
w
i−1)]

[E(σ(x̃T
wθ̃

w
i−1)])

+ dwi log
[1− σ(xT

wθ
w
i−1)]

[E(1− σ(x̃T
wθ̃

w
i−1))]

},

(25)
We assume that L+ + L− =

∑
w∈W L′w

I − L′w
C − 1 represents the count of child-nodes of

left and right for all words w ∈ W , and C = L+ + L− represents the total depth in Υ(w)
of word w ∈ W . The first order moment of ∆JCBOW can be updated as:

E[∆JCBOW] =
∑
w∈W

log
[σ(xT

wθ
w
i−1)]

L+

[E(σ(x̃T
wθ̃

w
i−1))]

L+

+ log
[1− σ(xT

wθ
w
i−1)]

L−

[E(1− σ(x̃T
wθ̃

w
i−1))]

L−
, (26)

For xT
wθ

w
i−1 − x̃T

wθ̃
w
i−1 < ϵ, we have E[∆JCBOW] = Olog(1 + 1

n
), and thus converges to zero

in the limit of infinity:

limn→∞E[∆JCBOW] = 0. (27)

The second-order moment of ∆JCBOW can be given as

E[(∆JCBOW)2] ≤
∑
w∈W

{[log
[σ(xT

wθ
w
i−1)]

L+

[E(σ(x̃T
wθ̃

w
i−1))]

L+

]2 + [log
[1− σ(xT

wθ
w
i−1)]

L−

[E(1− σ(x̃T
wθ̃

w
i−1))]

L−
]2

+2log
[σ(xT

wθ
w
i−1)]

L+

[E(σ(x̃T
wθ̃

w
i−1))]

L+

· log
[1− σ(xT

wθ
w
i−1)]

L−

[E(1− σ(x̃T
wθ̃

w
i−1))]

L−
},

(28)

We have E[(∆JCBOW)2] = Olog2(1+ 1
n
), and thus converges to zero in the limit of infinity:

limn→∞E[(∆JCBOW)2] = 0. (29)

Similarly for Skip-gram model, the first and second order of moment of ∆JSG can be
given as

E[∆JSG] =
∑
w∈W

∑
u∈C(w)

log
[σ(v(w)T θuj−1)]

L+

[E(σ(ṽ(w)T θ̃uj−1))]
L+

+ log
[1− σ(v(w)T θuj−1)]

L−

[E(1− σ(ṽ(v(w)T θ̃uj−1))]
L−

, (30)

E[(∆JSG)
2] ≤

∑
w∈W

∑
u∈C(w)

{[log
[σ(v(w)T θuj−1)]

L+

[E(σ(ṽ(w)T θ̃uj−1))]
L+

]2 + [log
[1− σ(v(w)T θuj−1)]

L−

[E(1− σ(ṽ(v(w)T θ̃uj−1))]
L−

]2

+2log
[σ(v(w)T θuj−1)]

L+

[E(σ(ṽ(w)T θ̃uj−1))]
L+

· log
[1− σ(v(w)T θuj−1)]

L−

[E(1− σ(ṽ(v(w)T θ̃uj−1))]
L−

},

(31)
We have E[∆JCBOW] = Olog(1+ 1

n
) and E[(∆JSG)

2] = Olog2(1+ 1
n
), and thus converges

to zero in the limit of infinity:

limn→∞E[∆JSG] = 0 and limn→∞E[(∆JSG)
2] = 0. (32)
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4. Experiments. In this section, we present rich experiments to verify both effective-
ness and efficiency of the approximately incremental hierarchical softmax function based
word embeddings. We first evaluate the time and quality of the vectors by comparing
global training and incremental training, then use two natural language processing tasks,
i.e., word similarity/relatedness and medical entity identification, to evaluate the vectors.
Finally, we automatically detect words that undergo significant semantic changes over
time and visualize the word semantic evolution.

4.1. Training Time and Quality. The popular English Wikipedia is used as the source
to train the incremental word vectors. The Wikipedia data is split into several sets. The
2GB original texts, containing 474,746,098 tokens and 100,278 unique words, is choose
as the initial training corpus, which is the old corpus as presented in previous sections.
Then, 10KB, 100KB, 1MB, 10MB, 100MB, and 1GB new texts is choose as new up-
date corpora to compare the performance of the approximately incremental models. For
the contrasting incremental hierarchical training, we employ the weighted contextual fre-
quency aggregated (WCFA) to build the binary tree, where the context window size is 10.
The number of threads is 10, and the word vector dimensions is 300 in the all comparative
experiments.
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Figure 3. Training time.

First, we count the change of Huffman and WCFA trees in the incremental scene, as
shown in Figure 2. We have found that the WCFA tree can keep more internal nodes and
inherit more parameter vectors. Intuitively, the weighted contextual frequency is more
stable than original word frequency. Then we compare the training time and speedup
using our incremental training algorithm in hierarchical Huffman and WCFA trees, as
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shown in Figure 3. As shown in Figure 4, the maximum speed up is up to 30 in Skip-gram
model. We can see that the WCFA tree based models have slightly better than natural
Huffman based models. To further understand the approximately stochastic gradient
descent process for reducing the inheritable error, we show the average number of gradient
updates at each level of the Huffman tree in Figure 5.

Table 2. Similarity results

Items Re-start Incremental(Original) Incremental(Context) T-Reserved

CBOW
MSE 6.58× 10−3 6.60× 10−3 6.65× 10−3 7.82× 10−3

1-Cos 0.360 0.363 0.374 0.418
E-Dis 1.410 1.414 1.441 1.545

Skip-gram
MSE 6.62× 10−3 6.65× 10−3 6.75× 10−3 7.89× 10−3

1-Cos 0.362 0.364 0.375 0.402
E-Dis 1.411 1.416 1.438 1.528

5,000 word vectors are selected to test the difference of the word vectors, and the mean
square error (MSE) is choose to evaluate the difference between two sets of word vectors.
The results is shown in Table 2. “Global” represents re-start training from all cor-
pus. “Incremental(Original)” represents the proposed incremental learning models on
Huffman structure, and “Incremental(Context)” represents our incremental learning
models on WCFA structure. “T-Reserved” is the old tree reserved based incremen-
tal model with stochastic gradients on the new corpus. “T-Reserved” is worst since it
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only uses the tree based on the old corpus. We can see that in general, the MSE of
re-start training is better than approximately incremental word embedding. The MSE of
incremental Huffman based model is better than WCFA tree based model for the same
hierarchical binary tree.
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Figure 6. Comparison word embeddings for word similarity/relatedness
benchmark datasets.

4.2. Word Similarity/Relatedness. Next, we use the word similarity/relatedness eval-
uation benchmarks to evaluate the correctness of the proposed approximately incremental
word embedding. Specifically, we use the datasets including MC-30, TR-3k, MTurk-287,
MTurk-771, RG-65, RW-STANFORD (RW), SIMLEX-999, VERB-143, WS-353-ALL,
WS-353-REL, WS-353-SIM, and YP-130, which is collected by Faruqui and Dyer [6].
The results are shown in Figure 6, and we can see that, the incremental training results
including the Huffman and WCFA based models are comparable and sometimes better
than the global training results.

4.3. Word Evolution. To evaluate the semantic changes of individual words by follow-
ing nearest-neighbor relations over time, we adopt the NYTimes corpus which contains
nearly every article published in the New York Times between January 01, 1987 and
June 19th, 2007. We chose 6 groups of words from different domains, such as politics,
traffic and information technology, to trace the word semantic changes by cosine distance
of word vectors over the years. We set different thresholds respectively, and filter some
noise, as shown in Figure 7. We can track the President and the real President of the
United States. There are two stages that the cosine distance of ’Bush’ and ’President’
are small for the real 41st and 43st Presidents, etc. We also track the decline of Detroit
in modern automobile industry, and the rise of information technology, software, Internet
and Chip manufacturing, etc At last, we also track the late war in Vietnam, which is
getting closer and closer to the peace.

4.4. Medical Entity and Relation Extraction. We also test medical entity and re-
lation extraction using different training methods. Different from the previous task, we
uses word embeddings as fundamental features to build entity and relation embeddings,
and train a model to predict the structural output of each sentence. Thus, it is more com-
plicated than comparing the similarities between words. We use the distant supervision
framework [28, 29] to train a model based on the word embeddings produces by our ex-
periments. We use the BiInfer [27] dataset, which consists of 1,530 manually annotated
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Figure 7. Evolution of the 6 words whose embedding vector changed the
most (in cosine distance) from 1987 to 2007 (NYTimes).

biomedical paper abstracts as test data and 100k sampled PubMed paper abstracts as
training corpus. Firstly, we train 2G English Wikipedia as the basic word embeddings.
To emphasize the medical corpus, we adjust the adaptive learning rate:

η′ = η0(
κ

ϕ′ + 1
) (33)

where ϕ′ represents the total number of tokens in the new corpus W ′, and κ is the number
of already trained words. Secondly, we also employ the automatically labeled the sampled
training corpora NYtimes by distant supervision following the procedure in [29, 30]. We
follow [29] to setup the training and testing processes, using the tools available online.3

3https://github.com/shanzhenren/CoType
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Then we also use the strict, micro and macro F1 scores as our evaluation metrics to detect
entity mention boundaries and predicted entity types.

Table 3. Performance comparison of entity recognition and typing (using
strict, micro and macro metrics) on the BioInfer.

Items S-F1 Mi-F1 Ma-F1

Skip-gram

Normal 0.74 0.76 0.75
Context Incremental 0.74 0.76 0.75

Incremental 0.74 0.77 0.76

Table 4. Performance comparison on relation classification accuracy on
the BioInfer.

Items CT-RM CT-TS CT

Skip-gram

Normal 0.587 0.591 0.617
Context Incremental 0.587 0.591 0.618

Incremental 0.589 0.591 0.618

The results are shown in Table 3 and Table 4. Both the entity recognition score and
relation classification score are reported. We can see that, the incremental training and
normal training are also similar, and it seems incremental training is a little bit better
than global training for the rich medical entity and relation embeddings. This again
demonstrates that incremental training is comparable to global training, and saves a
lot of training time. The CBOW model and Skip-gram model perform similarly, and
we choose the better results in rounds of tests. This may be because the semi-supervised
learning and distant supervision models can eliminate the vector representation difference
produced by different algorithms.

5. Conclusion. In this paper, we present an approximately incremental neural language
learning framework for the hierarchical softmax function to train evolving data and some
domain independent corpus. We developed the algorithms based on CBOW and Skip-
gram models, which are the most popular word embeddings. We extend the traditional
hierarchical structure from Huffman tree to weighted contextual frequency aggregated
tree for high time speedup. To demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency, we performed
systematic evaluation on both training time and vector quality. We also evaluate our
results on word similarity/relatedness, word evolution and medical entity and relation
extraction benchmarks. The results of the systematic evaluation and down-stream tasks
show that our incremental training is significantly faster than global training, and has
similar or better performance. Theoretical analysis also helped us better understand the
bound and convergence of the incremental algorithm. The natural future work is to extend
our approach to other advanced network representation learning [25].
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